
 

Brantridge Bulletin                             Friday 
27th January 2023 

Welcome to the Brantridge School Weekly Bulletin  

 

Dates for your Diary 

INSET day: Monday 30th January 2023 

Half Term: Monday 13th – Friday 17th February 2023 

World book day: Thursday 3rd March 

End of Term: Friday 31st March 2023 

Principal News 

 

 

  

Dear Parent/Carer, 



As you will be aware the National Education Union (NEU) have balloted their members and have decided 

to take industrial action. As noted in last week’s Bulletin there were four identified days which could 

affect schools in our region. 

Having liaised with members of the NEU at Brantridge in terms of which staff will be taking industrial 

action on Wednesday, 1st February and carried out a subsequent risk assessment we will be closing 

some classes on that day, whilst some classes will remain open. You will appreciate that these matters 

are sensitive and therefore rather than sending a list out within this communication of which classes will 

be open and which will be closed an email will be sent to you within minutes of receiving this letter 

informing you of whether your child’s class will be impacted or not. 

We were keen to communicate this information with you ahead of the weekend to give you time to 

make the necessary childcare arrangements for that day. 

The other days where NEU members at Brantridge may choose to take industrial action are: 

• Thursday, 2nd March 

• Wednesday, 15th March 

• Thursday, 16th March. 

It is vital to understand that just because some of our members of staff have chosen to go on strike next 

week, it does not necessarily mean that they will be doing so on the other three dates. Decisions will be 

made by individual NEU members closer to the time and as a school we will then consider whether 

classes need to be closed. Again, we will do our best to communicate with you as early as possible. 

I recognise that you will all have your own personal views of the rights and wrongs of the NEU’s decision. 

Regardless, I would want to say that none of the staff who have chosen to take industrial action have 

done so lightly and are doing so at personal cost at a time of a cost of living crisis. 

For those of you whose children will be at home on Wednesday, remote learning information will be 

sent to you online next week. 

Finally, a reminder that the school will be closed on Monday, 31st January for an INSET day. 

  

Yours sincerely, 

  

  

Dafydd Roberts 

Principal  



Therapies and Interventions  

 

 Mental Health  

 

Hi everyone, 

Next Thursday will see national Time to Talk Day.  

This is a day that we celebrate every year and is here to encourage us all to speak to friends, families, 

communities, and workplaces to share our thoughts and improve our wellbeing. This is run by Mind and 

Rethink Mental Illness, who remind us that talking about mental health isn’t always easy but has the 

potential to change lives.  

At school, we will be trying lots of activities through the week to help us to communicate with each 

other and make it easier to talk about how we feel. Talking about emotions and mental health reduces 

stigma, helping to create supportive communities where we can talk openly about mental health and 

feel empowered to seek help when we need it. 

 

Wishing you a lovely weekend, 

Mary Townsend 

Mental Health Advisor 

 



‘Idiom of the Week’  



 



The ‘Idiom of the Week’ for the week beginning 30th January is: 

‘Don't let the cat out of the bag.’  

e.g. Mavis hid behind the door, ready to jump out to surprise her mum. She asked her brother Johnny 

not to let the cat out of the bag. 

 

Zephaniah 

 

This week in Zephaniah Class we have been working really hard in English. Using our class book "Wild 

Boy", as a starting point, we looked at features of horror writing and how the author creates suspense 

we used freeze frame as a tool to pick out the language that we felt appropriate to the genre.  We then 

used this knowledge to write our own opening paragraphs which we edited to improve. 

In maths this week we have been converting between decimals and fractions and we have all made 

really good progress.  

On Monday, as part or our ASDAN/ DT we designed phone holder stands to create out of wood. 

On Tuesday, we got to attend our first kickboxing session which we loved. On Wednesday, we went 

horse-riding again and this week we got to try trotting and even got to take the horses out of the 

paddock and ride them up the lane- it was really exciting and everyone loved it.  In the afternoon we 

tested out coordinates and maths skills playing the pirate game which was lots of fun! 

On Wednesday we went to horse-riding and this week we got to trot, we even took the horses out of 

the paddock and got to ride them down the lane- everyone thoroughly enjoyed this. 

On Thursday in science, we used microscopes for the first time, first we learned the different parts of 

the microscope before testing out lots of different specimens. We then chose which we felt were the 

most interesting and debated why. 



On Friday, we continued our exploration into Pop art through print making and added our second 

colours in our prints in the style of Andy Warhol. 

All available on Tapestry! 

 

Jupiter 

Jupiter started their week off with an exciting trip to Drusilla's Zoo. The boys had a great time at how 

animals are suited to their environment, looking at all the animals, playing in the adventure playground 

and having a go on the rides. The boys have continued their work on trailers for films, which all should 

be finished by the end of the week. In maths, Jupiter have been playing fun addition and subtraction 

games. The rest of the week has been filled with e-safety activities, using paint to produce art work, 

looking at Mayan architecture and a fun afternoon at clip and climb.  

Saturn 

This week has been very busy. Ourlearning on plants has continued, inspired by the story of Jim and the 

Beanstalk. The boys planted their own beans in an experiment to see how much they grow. We have 

been working on subtraction in practical ways. We made a fantastic den in the garden built with 

tarpaulins and other loose parts we have to work with. Dinosaur eggs have been a big focus of some of 

the children's self-directed learning. We have tried to encourage mark making and phonics using multi-

sensory approaches. Some of the boys joined kick boxing this week and as usual our offsite swimming 

lessons are going very well. The children have mastered making cakes independently using balance 

scales. A small amount of help for the mixing is needed but the rest of the activity the boys all manage 

successfully by themselves. 



 



 

 



 

Titan 

Titan class had a great week. We took the advantage of the dry and sunny weather and spent some 

more time outside in our outdoor learning area with different activities. In class we are expanding the 

space for our reading/social games corner with more comfortable chairs and games. Some of the boys 

started an art project and we are thinking about to organise an art exhibition before Easter.  



 

Nova 

I am so impressed, once again with the general attitude to learning and progress made in Nova again 

this week.  We have made some wonderful gains in our column addition and subtraction of up to 4 digits.  

Grid multiplication continues to be a challenge but with a little bit of guidance the penny drops.  In 

English, we have been writing dictated sentences but in our own version of Egyptian hieroglyphics, then 

punctuating them as best we can with speech marks, questions marks, exclamation marks, full stops and 

capital letters where appropriate.  The boys have shown great progress in what to use, where and why!  

Keep going Nova. 

 



Pluto 

 

We have been very busy working on many tasks including learning about volume and capacity involving 

lots of measuring vessels and water. From this work, we can read scales and pour specific amounts of 

water. It was so exciting when we worked on our kick boxing session. We tried out different movements 

and co-operated well as a class. We also used equipment and patiently took turns.  It was great fun 

when Robyn came in to show us information on light and shadows. We learnt how shadows are formed 

and what can change the size of a shadow. We also investigated what gives us light. 



Galaxy 

 

Today is the second outing of Galaxy's Friday Breakfast Club. Today's guests are the wonderful Saturn 

class. Also this week Galaxy started using itemised folders for their work. This has gone down well with 

the boys and most of them have made use of it already 

 

1 - Freddie looking for leftovers 



 

2 - Joe waiting for his 8th crumpet 

 



 

3 - Mary T enjoying breakfast 

 

4 - Theo making hot chocolate 



 

5 - In full swing 

 

6 - Tottenham fan Nik with Lexa enjoying some hot chocolate 



 

7 - Galaxy work folders 

 

8 - Colours really help the boys identify each subject 

Earth 

We have had a lovely week in Earth class! We have continued to learn all about Egypt and different 

Egyptian Gods! We also had our first football match! Drawing 10-10 and then unfortunately losing 11-14 

in extra time. The children represented the school brilliantly and should all be very proud of themselves!  

Neptune 

This week in Neptune we have started our work on Fractions. We had some cakes to slice up to help us - 

they were delicious.  

We enjoyed a great outdoor learning session playing games and looking at the habitats around school 

grounds.  



We have ventured further into our class book - Kensuke's Kingdom, following the journey of Michael, 

who has just woken up on a desert island. We have taken time to plan and draft diary entries which we 

will complete throughout next week.  

Our topic focus this week has been computing where we have looked at E-safety. Including staying safe 

online, cyberbullying and stranger danger. We have introduced the boys to a great game by Google, 

Interland, which focuses on E-safety. 

Gymnastics this week was fun, learning a new skill. The boys paid attention and put in a lot of effort. 

Free time as always was a great success with boys doing flips and jumping on the trampoline.  

 

We hope you have a lovely weekend. See you on Tuesday 31st January.  

Orwell 

 

 

9 - Outstanding behaviour spotted in Orwell class on Wednesday 25th January.  



This week Orwell have earned a blue plaque for a day of outstandingly kind behaviour (picture left). All 

were spotted engaging in well meaning and considerate acts throughout Wednesday this week. Well 

done Orwell!  

In Maths Orwell have been learning about the 24 hour clock and how to plan a journey on the national 

rail network. In English/ICT the boys completed a reading comprehension using Microsoft Publisher and 

have been working on their non-chronological reports using Microsoft Word.  

In History the boys have begun learning about medieval Baghdad and the huge differences between that 

hub of culture and commerce and England in the dark ages. In Geography we reflected on the 

differences between city and countryside from a geographers point of view as our first step in learning 

about urbanisation.  

We began the next unit of the ASDAN programme by designing  wooden mobile phone holders. Good 

use of planning and measurement was observed and there were some interesting product 

developments.  

The boys experienced their first Kung Fu lesson at Brantridge earlier this week and came back with 

excited reports of the moves that they had learned.  

As ever, pictures are available on Tapestry.  

Have a good weekend, Alan. 

 



Contact Us 

 

Brantridge School,  

Staplefield Place,  

Staplefield,  

Haywards Heath,  

West Sussex 

RH17 6EQ 

 01444 400228 

 

Visit us on the web at www.brantridgeschool.org 
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